University of Karachi
Department of Visual Studies Admissions-2023
Sample Test Paper
Duration TWO HOURS 100 Marks [passing marks 50%]
I NSTRUCTIONS
1. The test consists of FOUR sections.
2. You may answer in ENGLISH or URDU.

SECTION A. [30 marks]
1. Draw the object given to you in as much detail as possible in the space provided below.
2. Using your imagination, ADD an element of your choice to the drawing
Use graphite pencil only. DO NOT use colour pencils, rulers or any other drawing instruments.

SECTION B. Visual Intelligence/Imagination [20 marks]
1. Using your imagination, describe what is happening in the image given.
2. Select the correct image to complete the sequence

SECTION C -SPECIALIZATION [30marks]
ONLY ANSWER QUESTIONS FROM THE SPECIALIZATION APPLIED FOR
1. Zardosi is the name of a
a) Fiber □ b) Cloth □ c) Style of saree □ d) Embroidery
2. Place in order of construction
a)□ Roof walls □b) pillars □ c) founda on □d) wiring □ e) paint
3. Which of the following is not a film award?
a) Nigar □ b) Oscar □ c) Grammy □ d) Ba a
4. Match the tagline to the brand
5. As compared to steel, plastic is
a) Stronger □ b) Lighter □ c) Heavier □ d) More expensive
6. Look at the image given and answer the related questions.
7. The Al Aqsa mosque marks the spot for:
a) The Mairaj □ b) The conquest of Jerusalem □ c) Maidan e Hashar
8. Name 4 ceramics objects are used in a home?
9. The Renaissance in Europe revived
a)Medieval Art □ b)Classical Greek art c)Byzan ne art
10. Which production house made Pakistan’s first animation film?

SECTION D- PERSONAL STATEMENT [20 marks]
In 200 words write about your interests, reasons for applying and why you are a suitable candidate.

